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11tle.(4) L'oss of Main Control Room Annunciators on Unit One anti Control Room Ventilation Isolation f ollowirg-Less
of-Line 0405 Due to a Lightning strike

LventJaltj5) LER NumberJO _leP9tLDatLt1L _ _0th rJ AC[11d ulrXchtL10) _i
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THIS REPORT !s sVBMITIED PuRsVAN1 TO THE REQUlkEMENis Of 10CTROPER M
LC.b til Jnt.nr_JPQ CLQ flhel21.lM i.09 LLll)G E (9)<

1 20.402(b) 20.405(c) l_ 50.73(a)(2)(iv) -. 73. 7.1 ( b )_

. POWER __ 20.405(a)(I)(i) 50.36(c1(11 _ 50.73(a)(2)(v) _ 73.71(c)
LEVEL 20.405(a)(1)(ii) _ 50.36(c)(2) _ 50.73(a)(2)(vil) ._ Other (specif y

,._U D ) 0|0!% ,_ 20.405(a)(1)(lii) _._ 50.73(a)(2)(i) _ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)iA) in Abstract_

///////////////////////// / 20.40sta)(1)(iv) _ 50.73(a)(2)(ii) _ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B) below and in_

////////////,'/////////////
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AR[A CODE 4
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cAusE system COMPONENT MANUFAc- REPORTABLE cAUsE SYSTEM c0MPONENT MANUTAC- REPORTABLE / /

f' f__ IVBIR JQ_NPRDS ;1VR[R lQJERQL
x rie I - tLlu_ eJ516 IL N _J _.[j_j_ _. LLL.

I I i i l l |- L _j _j l L _l. | _t 1

SUE? Lit 1 ENTAL REEOR11RIf1IDJB) Espected tionib.JJsLLient
submissio, ;

3YtLLILnu tomleielMICIIDJVMIS510LDAII) TLHO D**' (15' 1

L._1_LJ.J_
ABSTRACT (Llailt to 1400 spaces, i.e, approximately fitt,een single-space typewritten lines) (16).

AHSLR6CI:

T0n February 14, 1992, Unit One was in-the SHUTDOWN mode at 0 percent of rated core
thermal power. Unit Two was in the REFUEL mode at 0 percent of rated core thermal

. power. At 2235 hours, a_ lightning strike in or near the 345 KV switchyard-[FK).
caused line 0405:to-trip. When this line tripped, all Unit One annunciators [ ANN]
were lost and the Control Room (CR) ventilation [VI]' isolation dampers [DMP3 failed -

= closed.

The apparent cause of the loss.of the CR annunciators was a power surge due to the
'ligFtnir.g. strike which caused fuse [FU) failures. The apparent cause of the CR
-vent 1_ solation'was a_ power surge or failure to the Toxic Gas Analyzer' panel.(PL).

-The corrective actions taken for.the loss of annunciatort included checks on the
breakers [BKR) and fuses,-replacement of fuses, a waltdown of 125 VDC panels, and-
requests _for Site ~ Engineering studies to increase the station's lightning
protection. 'The corrective actlons taken for-the CR vent' isolation included-
verifying proper manual and automatic operation of_the isolation dampers.

This report is being submitted to comply with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv).
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- 1cKi _. Energy Industry.1dentification system (Ells) codes are ndentifica in the text as IXX)

21RLANQ_SYSIEtLIDIRIlflCHIONI

General Eler,tric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 MHt rated core thermal power.

EEEN1_IRENIlf1CMION; Loss of Hain Control Room Annunciators on Unit One and Control
Room Ventilation Isolation Following loss of Line 0405 due to a |

Lightning Strike. '

A. CONDil10RLP_RIORl0_EVERIl

Unit: One Event Date: February 14, 1992 Event Time: 2235
Reactor Mode: 1 Moue Name: Shutdown Power level: 00%

This report was initiated by Deviation Report D-4-01-92-017.

-SBUID0HN (1) - In this position, a reactor scram is initiated, power to the control
rod drives is removed, and the reactor protection trip systems have been
deenergized for-10 seconds prior to permissive for manual reset.

3. DECRIPll.0F_0f_EYERI:

-_On. February 14, 1992,~ Unit One was in the SHbiDOWN mode at 0 percent of rated core
thermal power. Unit Two was in the REFUEL mode at 0 percent of rated core thermal
power. :At 2235 hours, lightning struck in or near the 345 KV switchyard (FK].
Transmission line 0405 tripped and all of the Unit I annunciators [ ANN] were lost.

At 2240 hours, a Generating Station Emerg9new Procedure (GSEP) Alert was declared.
Per QEP 200-TI, _" Quad Cities Emergency Action Levels", the loss of annunciatc rs on
the Emergency Core Cooling System panel (901-3), Reactor Control panel (901-5), and
the Electrical panel (901-8) in the main Control Room [NA) (CR) requires a GSEP
declaration.

A Shift Foreman (SF) and Equipment Operator (EO) were_immediately dispatched to the
Unit-One battery charger [BYC] room to determine-the condition of the DC feed
breaker [BKR] for the 901-34 panel,-annunciator control-panel. All-DC power for._
the Control' Room annunciator panels is fed from the 901-34 panel. The.SF'and EO

.- reported that the annunciator feed breaker was in the normal ON position and no
problems were;found.

| - -The SF;and-E0 proceeded to the 901-34 panel located in the Auxillary Electric
.

Room. The E0 pulled the fuse [FU] block [BLK].that contained the main positive and
negative fuses for the 901-34 panel. Electrical Maintenance (EM) personnel.'-

performed a continuity: check on the fuses and determined that the-fuses had not
; blown. At 2256 hours,.the fuse block was_ reinstalled with the_ original fuses and
| annunciator power-was restored except for the 901-6' panel.

--

:
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_ _ _ UL .!hrhtL_ - h"tfL

QEeLCLUrtPdL0ne - . JLl. LLLil L9.LZLJiLA J12 - 0 LO1L - _0_L_L JL 3 At JL6 ,

TEXT- Energy industry Identification system (Ells) codes are ideu tfied in the text as [xX)

The Unit One Nuclear Statio'n Operator (NS0) tested all panel annunciators
satisfactorily except the 901-6 panel and determined that there were no unusual
alarms. At 2308 hours, the SF and E0 found a blown fuse in the 901-34 panel
associated with the control room 901-6 annunciator panel circuitry. The E0
replaced the fuse and the 901-6 annunciators were restored.

At 2320 hours, an Electrical Maintenance Foreman recommended replacing the main
fuses that were previously removed and reinstalled. The Foreman could not explain
why this action restored power to the annunciators. On February 16, 1991, the main
fuses removed frora the 901-34 panel were continuity tested a second time. One of
the fuses tested bad indicating a loss of fuse integrity. At 2332 hours, the fuses
were replaced with like-for-like fuses. In addition, a _1 hour Emergency
Notification System (ENS)-telephone call and a Nuclear Accident Response System
(NARS) call were made at this time

At 2340 hours, an E0 was dispatched to inspect DC batteries and busses for damage
and later reported that no damage was found and the DC systems appeared normal. At
2354 hours, the GSEP Alert was-terminated because all Unit One annunciators were
working properly. At-2358 hours, ENS and NARS telephone calls were made for the
GSEP termination. Operating personnel were cautioned to closely monitor
-indications and alarms over the next-several days to verify proper annunciator
response. Line 0405 was reclosed at 1615 hours on February 15, 1992.

Also at 2235 hours, immediately following the lightning strike, the CR ventilation
system [VI) automatically entered the recirculation mode of operation and the
" Control' Room Standby HVAC System Major Trouble" alarm [ALH), G-12, annunciated on
the-912-1 panel in the Main CR. An Equipment Operator (EO) was dit. patched to the '

-Toxic' Gas Analyzer panel,-1/2-9400-103, and the CR Standby-Heating, Ventilation,,
,

and Air Conditioning (HVAC) local control panel, 1/2-9400-105. The E0 identified
-that the " Toxic Gas Concentration High" and the " Toxic Gas Analyzer Trouble" alarms
were annunciating on the 1/2-9400-105 panel. However, the EO identified that no
alarms were present-on the Toxic Gas Analyzer panel. The E0 then acknowledged and
reset alarms on the 1/2-9400-105 panel. The E0 also verified that the CR isolation
dampers (DHP) had failed closed as per design. A Shift Foreman (SF) w&s dispatched

Eto the panels to further investigate. The CR isolation dampers were then reset,
manually: Isolated, and reset again_to verify proper manual operation of the
system. At 0200Lhours on February 15, 1992, the Instrument Maintenance Department
(IMD) performed QIS 79-2, " Chlorine Analyzer Functional Test Procedure," and
verified that the dampers isolated properly from an automatic isolation signal. An

-Emergency Notification System (ENS) phone call was made at 0207 hours per
10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii).

C. APPARENT CMSE OF EVENIl

'This report is being submitted _in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), which
requires the reporting-of any. event or condition that results in manual or
automatic actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature--(ESF).
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-1LX1 Energy Industry Identification $ystem (E!!s) codes are identified in the test as [xX]

The apparent cause of the loss of annunciators was a lightning strike in the
vicinity of the plant. The lightning strike initiated a power surge which caused
one of the main power fuses, F1 and f2, for the 901-34 panel to fail. The power
surge also blew fuse F24 in the 901-34 panel which protects circuitry associated
with the 901-6 annunciator panel located in the CR.

The main Dower fuse failure was determined to be a mechanical failure rather than a
purely electrical failure. This would explain why the fuse was found to have good
continuity on February 14 when it was originally checked and reinstalled and poor

i

,

continuity-after Electrical Maintenance recommended replacing the fuse. The metal |inside the fuse that carries current was degraded by the lightning strike to where
it.was_mahing fluctuations in continuity influenced by physical movement of the
fuse. If the fuse failed electrically, the current carrying metal would have
disintegrated so that continuity through the fuse would have been impossible. The
EM Foreman also noted the fuse to be warm at the time it was replaced which was
attributed to a high resistence internal fuse connection.

The apparent cause of the CR ventilation isolation was a power sarge or disruption
to Motor Control Center [HCC) (MCC) 16-3-1 due to the lightning strike. MCC 16-3-1
is the source of power for the Toxic Gas Analyzer panel, 1/2-9400-103. Upon a-

,

power loss or surge to this panel, the CR isolation dampers are designed to fall in i

the safe direction of closed.
]

D. SAEIIY ANAMS15._0LEYDil:

Safety of the public and plant personnel was not affected by the loss of Unit One
annunciators. Unit.One was in cold shutdown during the event. This decreased the

.

number of evolutions which could cause alarms to annunciate, tha eby making it '

easier for the NSO to use monitoring instrumentation for the status of the unit.

'A tealkdown was performed immediately after the annunciators were restored, both in
the CR and in-the plant, to determine if any other equipment associated with the AC
or DC distribution systems were effected. No other signs of equipment degradation

- or' unusual indications were found. ,

Therefore, all indication and control equipment necessary to maintain the reactor
in a safe shutdown condition were available and sufficient for operator use, if
required.

,

The safety significance of the CR ventilation isolation was also minimal. When
*

power to the Tr>xic Gee Analyzer panel surged or was interrupted, the CR isolation
dampers failed closed causing the CR ventilar on system to enter the recirculation
mode of operation. This system responst wat ' e design response and was f ail-safe.

.
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itKT te, erg, Industry Identification system (!!!s) codes are identified in the test as !kx)
,

E. COMEC11YLAC110!$:

The immediate corrective action taken as a result.of the loss of annunciators was :

to check the 901-34 panel supply breaker and main fuses. The supply breater wat !
determined te la closed and functioning properly. Therefore, the moln fuses were ,

satisfactortl, sested for continuity, reinstalled, and the annunciators were i
reenergized. a hise was replaced in the 901-34 panel to reenergize the 901-6 CR !

panel annunciators. All annunciators were then tested satisfactorily with no
unusual alarms lit for the plant conditions.

!
Upon a recomendation by the EH Foreman, the main f uses for the 901-34 panel,
previously continuity tested, were replaced. '

The Operations department performed a walldown of fuses in the CR, Auxillary ;

Electric room, ano 345 KV relay (RLY) house. In addition, all 125 VDC panels were
checked-for tripped relays and breakers. No discrepancies were found. ;

On February 16, 1992, Nuclear Hork Request 098184 was initiated to inspect all of
the Unit One annunciator fuses. The work pacLage was completed with no degraded
wiring or fuses found. The main fuses that were replaced were continuity tested a
seconti time at the :equest of station Technical Staff personnel. One of the ma!n
fuses tested bad and was cut open. It was then observed that the fuse failed
mechanically rather than electrically,

As further corrective action, Site Engineering will commission a study to determine
enhancements that can be done to the Station's lightning protection system (H15#
2S42009201701), t

The immediate corrective actions taken for the CR ventilation isolation were to
dispatch an E0 to the Toxic Gas Analyzer panel and the CR Standby HVAC local
control panel. At the panels, the EO verified that the isolation dampers had
failed closed as designed. -

A Sr was then 41spatched to the panels to assist in the investigation. The E0 and
SF reset, Isolated, and reset the dampers again to verify proper manual operation-

i

of the dampers. The IMD then performed QIS 79-2, " Chlorine Analyzer Functional
| Test Procedure," ant. verifled proper automatic cperation of the dampers,

No further corrective actions for the CR ventilation isolation are necessary..

,

I

(
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F. UtEVIOULIVEUS: ;

Previous events that involved a lightning strite in the vicinity of the station are
as follows:

1) DVR 04-02-87-031 (LER 87-007), "RHC) Isolation (Group Ill) and One Half of a
Group I, Group II, and a Channel A 1/2 Scram From Loss of Bus 28 000 to
Lightning Strike." i

2) DVR 04-02-90-054, " Lightning Strike Causing Valve 1-220-45 to Close." |

3) DVR 04-01-91-050 (LER 91-008), "Reactcr Building Ventilation Isolation Due to '

Lightning Strike."

-There was one previous event in the past five years that involved the loss of . |
annunciators. Deviation Report 04-02-92-016 reported that all annunciators for !

Unit Two were lost due to a main fuse failure on the 902-34 panel during a
modification to enhance the annunciator system. '

Previous events where the CR isolation dampers failed closed due to a surge or loss
.

of power to the. Toxic Gas Analyzer panel are as follows: !

|} DVR 04-01-87-048 (LER 87-010), " Control Room Ventilation Trip Due to Power
loss to Toxic Gas Analyzer - Design Deficiency and Late Notification -
Perse.nnel Error."

i

2) DVR O b01-87-071 (LER 87-014). " Control Room Ventilation Isolation Caused by
Chlorine Analyzer Spike During Electrical St rm."

G. COMP 0liENLIAILURLDATA:

The fuse was manufactured by Bussman, part number #N00 60. t

There is no component failure data associated with the CR ventilation isolation,
t

.I
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